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1 Introduction 
Part of speech tagging system can be viewed as consisted of two main phases which 
are tagset design and implementation of disambiguation technique.  This report will 
discuss each of these phases in detail.  Section 2 will discuss the parts of speech 
proposed by Urdu grammarians.  Urdu shares its large vocabulary from Arabic and 
Persian and shares its morphology and syntactic structure from Hindi.  However, there 
are standard tagging guidelines provided which aims at standardizing the tagsets of all 
languages of the world.  The tagset of English can also be used as guideline for tagset.  
In section 3, tagset of related languages and earlier work on Urdu tagset will be 
discussed. 
 
Section 4 will discuss the previous work on major disambiguation technologies.  It will 
discuss the rule based, statistical and transformational based approaches for part of 
speech disambiguation.  Machine learning approach i.e. neural network, and hybrid 
approaches for disambiguation will also be discussed.  Redesigning of tagset on the 
basis of literature review will be done in section 5.  A discussion on ambiguous issues of 
tagset is also discussed in section 5. Markov 
Model for disambiguation is chosen in section 6. 
 
Section 7 will discuss the methodology of part of speech tagging process.  A manual 
check was made on the corpus to separate the words by space.  Corpus was prepared 
by applying normalization, and by removing diacritics and non-Urdu words.  The process 
of manual tagging was done on 100,000 words.  Various issues related to suffixation, 
compounding, degree of adjective and adverb, etc. were observed.  A statistical part of 
speech tagger was implemented.  It was decided that the tag of a word only depends on 
its own tag and a tag depends only on its previous tag.  Problem of unknown word was 
solved by making it a candidate for a list of open class words.  Disambiguation of tags 
was left on the tagger.  Add Lambda smoothing was applied to calculate the probability 
of unknown word.  Beam search was applied to reduce the search space. 
 
The results of tagger are shown in section 8.  Tagger showed an accuracy of 97.2% 
while testing on the data of 10,000 words.  Tagger finds problem in disambiguating 
between the tags of noun and proper noun.  Tagger was unable to detect the features of 
language based on phrase analysis.  Tagger shows low accuracy while disambiguating 
between demonstratives and pronouns.  In the end, it was concluded that the standard 
disambiguation techniques can be used for Urdu language. 
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2 Part of Speech Analysis of Urdu 
The preparation of tagset may require the computational analysis of parts of speech of 
the language.  Considering the work of Urdu grammarian in this context, their work can 
be viewed as influenced from two different languages.  Many Urdu grammar writers use 
Arabic language as base line and proposed three main parts of speech for Urdu i.e. 
noun, verb and particle (Platts 1909, Javed 1981, Haq 1987).  However, there are other 
Urdu grammarians which proposed nearly ten independent parts of speech for Urdu 
(Schmidt 1999).  In this section, parts of speech proposed by Urdu grammarians will be 
discussed.  The list of parts of speech of each grammarian can be found in appendix.  
However, list of parts of speech in appendix is covering tags up to two levels i.e. starting 
from the basic part of speech to second level distribution. 
 
In 1909, Platts proposed a part of speech tagset for Urdu.  The tagset contains three 
main parts of speech i.e. noun, verb and particle.  Articles were not included under any 
part of speech.  However, it was discussed separately as determiner of noun.  Noun was 
divided into thirteen categories including three categories of adjective and ten categories 
for pronoun.  Nouns and proper nouns were handled under one category of substantive 
noun.  Discussion on noun was based on three features i.e. gender, number and 
declension.  Cardinals, ordinals, collective numerals, distributives and multiplicatives, 
numeral adverbs, fractional numbers and RAKAM were handled under the category of 
numerals.  In the categories of pronoun, words with marking like “اس نے” were considered 
as one word.  A separate part of speech of reciprocal pronoun was given to the words 
like “ايک دوسرے”.  Platts did not propose any subcategory of verb.  However, all properties 
and forms of verb were discussed as its features.  Particles were divided into four 
categories i.e. adverb, postposition, conjunction and interjection (Platts 1909).  A 
complete list of parts of speech proposed by Platts can be found in appendix. 
 
In 1971, Siddiqi provides an analysis of Urdu grammar and proposed six parts of speech 
for Urdu.  In addition to three categories proposed by Platts, Siddiqui defined a separate 
category for adjective and pronoun.  The adverbs were also kept separate from particles.  
A new category named distinct was introduced.  Adverbs and negative particles were 
catered inside the category of distinct.  Noun was distributed on the basis of its structure 
and nature.  Some semantic distributions of noun were also provided e.g. sound noun.  
Indefinite pronoun and relative pronoun were also distributed under noun.  Numerals 
were also catered under nouns.  On the basis of structure, noun was divided into three 
sub categories.  Common nouns were catered under original noun.  Infinitive verbs were 
categorized under verbal noun.  On the basis of the nature of noun, it was divided into 
three types.  Substantive noun were used to cater proper nouns.  Adjectives were further 
divided into comparative and exaggeration.  At the first level, particle was divided into 
construction, conjunction, تخصيص and ئيہفجا .  Conjunction was further divided into seven 
types.  The details of parts of speech proposed by Siddiqi can be found in appendix 
(Siddiqi 1971). 
 
Javed (1981) analyzed parts of speech of Urdu under two categories.  The first category 
contains four parts of speech and second category contains the subtypes of particles.  
First category was divided into noun, verb, adjective and pronoun.  Apparently, the four 
parts of speech look similar to those proposed by Siddiqi.  But the sub types under these 
categories were quite different.  Noun was divided into common noun, proper noun, 
collective noun, abstract noun and un-count noun.  Most of the distributions of noun 
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were done on semantic grounds.  Adjective was divided into personal, numeral, 
quantitative, emphatic and pronoun.  The distribution of adjective was also done on the 
basis of semantics differences.  Verb was divided into seven types.  Adverb was taken 
as sub-category of both verb and pronoun.  Words of verbal nature were categorized 
under verb.  Adverbial particles were also considered as sub type of verb.  Ker particle 
(see section 5) was also categorized under verb.  Pronoun was divided in ten parts of 
speech.  Pronouns of respect were separately catered under pronoun.  Particles were 
divided into six categories.  Particles were consisted of case markers, interjection, 
conjunction, negative particles and intensifier.  Conjunction was further divided into six 
types.  The interjection was semantically divided into the interjection of happiness and 
sorrow (Javed 1981).  List of parts of speech proposed by Javed can be found in 
appendix. 
 
In 1987, Haq provides an analysis of Urdu grammar and proposes parts of speech 
based on two features i.e. consistent and non-consistent.  The consistent categories 
were those that have some meaning attached with them.  Consistent categories were 
divided into noun, pronoun, adjective, and verb.  Non-consistent categories were those 
categories that alone have no meaning but they add meaning to consistent categories.  
Non-consistent is divided into ربط، عطف، تخصيص، فجائيہ.  In consistent categories, noun 
was divided into common noun and proper noun.  Pronoun was divided into personal, 
relative, interrogative, indefinite and demonstratives.  Adjective was divided into 
personal, numeral, quantitative, نسبتی and pronoun.  Adverb was catered under the 
category of verb.  Ker particle (see section 5) was also handled under verb as separate 
part of speech.  In comparison with Javed (1981), categories of interjection were merged 
into one category and no separate category for intensifier was defined (Haq 1987). 
 
In 1999, Schmidt provides an analysis of Urdu grammar.  Rather than analyzing the 
language as consisted of three parts of speech, Schmidt proposed ten basic parts of 
speech of Urdu.  Schmidt analysis was very different from other grammar writers.  The 
tagset includes noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb, postposition, verb, particle, 
interjection, conjunction and number as main parts of speech of Urdu.  Pronouns were 
divided into seven types which were demonstrative, personal, reflexive, interrogative, 
indefinite, relative and repeated.  Pronouns used as adjective were analyzed under the 
category of adjective.  Adverbs were analyzed as time, place, manner, degree and 
modal.  Postpositions were divided into grammatical, spatial-temporal and compound 
postpositions.  Grammatical postpositions include کو and the inflections of ميں ,پر ,سے  .کا, 
 were handled under grammatical postpositions.  Verb was analyzed as based on تک
their forms.  The words with relative nature are handled inside each category.  Another 
difference between Schmidt’s tagset and other grammarian’s tagset was of particles.  
Schmidt has included only intensifiers under particles.  All other types of particles were 
defined as separate category.  Conjunction was divided into coordinating, correlative, 
causal, concessive and subordinating conjunctions.  The category of number was 
divided into cardinal, ordinal, fractional, multiplicatives, money and time.  A list of parts of 
speech proposed by Schmidt can be found in appendix (Schmidt 1999). 
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3 Definition of Tagset 
 

“The computational division of syntactic, morpho-
syntactic and semantic features of a language into 
separate categories” 

 
 

 “Computational part of speech categories of a language” 
 
 
Natural language processing may require building a part of speech tagset which should 
cover required depth of morphological and derivational categories of the language.  
There are three types of information that may be considered as guideline for generating 
a tagset.  First type is the tagset of languages that are related in their morphological or 
morpho-syntactic or syntactic nature with source language.  Previous tagsets of Urdu, 
Persian, Arabic and Hindi may be considered in this context.  However, there are 
morpho-syntactic and syntactic tagsets of English language.  Their analysis may also be 
used for the tagset of Urdu.  There are general tagging guidelines provided which aims 
at standardizing tagsets of all languages of the world (Halteren 2005).  In the following 
section, computational work on Urdu tagset and tagset of related languages will be 
discussed. 

3.1 Earlier Computational Work on Tagset of Urdu 
In 2003, Hardie implemented a POS tagger for Urdu.  The tagset used by Hardie was 
based on the analysis of Schmidt and was following EAGLES guidelines of tagset.  
EAGLES guidelines aims at generalizing the design of the tagset.  In EAGLES 
guidelines, general design of tagset was divided into three parts.  First and compulsory 
part contains thirteen tags which are noun, adjective, pronoun, adverb, verb, article, 
adposition, numeral, conjunction, interjection, unique, residual and punctuation (Hardie 
2003).  The recommended attributes include number, gender, case, finiteness and other 
features.  The optional part consists of similar attributes with lesser applicability and 
depends upon the language under observation.  Recommended and optional attributes 
of EAGLES guidelines increase morpho-syntactic depth of the tagset.  That’s why; their 
inclusion in the tagset is optional. 
 
Urdu tagset proposed by Hardie make use of all three levels of EAGLES guidelines.  
The tagset was based on morpho-syntactic categories of Urdu.  A total of 350 tags were 
provided.  In the tagset, noun was divided into 48 tags.  Features of noun i.e. gender, 
number, case were explicitly handled in the tagset.  All forms of verb i.e. infinitive, 
participles, subjunctives, imperatives were handled with separate tags.  Verb was 
divided into 115 tags.  The auxiliaries were divided into general and special auxiliaries.  
Special auxiliary verbs contain چاہيے ,رہا ,گا and ہو.  Adjective was categorized as simple, 
determiner and Y-V-K-J determiners.  The determiner adjective was used to define the 
categories of number, fraction, indefinite determiner.  All inflection forms of کيسا ,ويسا ,ايسا, 
 were handled in the tag of Y-V-K-J determiner.  Multiplicative marker, adjectival جيسا
particles and WALA was handled inside adjective.  However, all of them and their 
inflectional forms get separate tag.  Pronouns were divided into five categories i.e. 
personal, personal possessive adjective, Y-V-K-J, reflexive and other pronouns.  



According to Hardie, some pronouns take adjective markings. That’s why they were 
named as adjective.  The tag Y-V-K-J represents the demonstrative nature of a 
category.  This nature was observed in pronoun, adjective and adverb, and was handled 
as separate category in each distribution. 
 
Hardie tagset contains 350 tags.  All inflectional forms of a word are handled as separate 
category.  The distribution of tags like noun, proper noun and acronym are based on 
semantic differences.  Words with izafat are handled in two separate ways.  If izafat is 
written then it will get a separate tag of zz.  However, if izafat is not written then the two 
words will be handled separately.  A complete list of tags can be found in appendix. 
 
In 2007, Ijaz and Hussain proposed a tagset for Urdu.  Tagset was divided into eleven 
parts of speech i.e. verb, adjective, common noun, adverb, numeral, conjunction, 
auxiliary, postposition, case marker, harf and pronoun.  Each tag of the tagset contains a 
parameters i.e. features of the tag.  The properties of each tag i.e. gender, number, 
case, etc. were handled inside the feature parameter of a tag.   (Ijaz et al. 2007).   

3.2 Tagset of Related Languages 
Urdu is a language of Indo-European family.  Major part of Urdu is influenced from 
Persian and Arabic.  The vocabulary of Urdu is also loaned from these languages.  The 
script in which Urdu is written in is based on Arabic alphabets.  Urdu and Hindi are 
closely related languages and share their phonology, morphology, and syntax with each 
other.  In this section, tagsets of Arabic, Hindi and English will be discussed.  The 
detailed tagset can be found in appendix. 
 
The Arabic grammar writers have provided morpho-syntactic tagset for Arabic which 
consists of 177 tags including 103 tags for noun, 57 tags for verb, 9 tags for particle, 7 
tags for residual and 1 tag of punctuation.  However, all Arabic grammarian sticks to 
main three parts of speech i.e. noun, verb, particle.  All entities that include in a noun 
phrase are considered as types of noun i.e. common noun, proper noun, pronoun, 
adjective and numeral are types of noun.  Verb is divided into perfective, imperfective 
and imperative.  All other types are considered under the category of particle (Khoja, et 
al.). 
 
Urdu shares its morphological and structural information from Hindi.  The standard 
tagset for Hindi is based on the tagset of Penn Treebank.  Some categories from Penn 
Tree are directly taken.  The discussion on Penn Treebank can be found later in this 
chapter.  In Hindi tagset, some categories are slightly changed in the tagset.  New tags 
are also proposed according to the nature of language.  The basic structure of tagset 
was based on syntactic categories of the language.  The tagset was aimed at less 
number of tags and was not focusing on finer details of the language.  Hindi tagset 
contains noun, proper noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, postposition, particles, 
conjunct, question word, quantifier, negative, interjection and special as main parts of 
speech1.  The detail tagset can be found in appendix. 
 
The earliest work on tagset was conducted in US and focus was on English language.  
Major milestone in the history of tagset was proposed by Klein and Simmons (1963).  

                                                 
1 A part of speech tagger for Indian languages, available at http://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007 
/iiit_tagset_guidelines.pdf
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After that, Greene and Rubin (1971:1) proposed a tagset influenced from the Klein and 
Simmons tagset.  These tagsets were based on the syntactic nature of the text.  For 
example, verbal participles are not described with the verbal elements but with noun, 
adjectives and determiners. 
 
Ellegård (1978: 96-98) used a tagset to parse text of Brown Corpus.  Tagset was defined 
in decomposable2 fashion.  There were 25 single character tags for major word classes.  
However, each tag contains inflectional information about the word.  The tagset was 
based on flat structure such that tags of noun and pronoun were having no relation 
between them.  Penn Treebank tagset contains 48 tags.  Out of them, 36 tags consist of 
main part of speech and rest of the 12 tags is for punctuation marks (Taylor, A., et al.).  
The tagset was aimed at reducing the number of tags and increasing the accuracy of the 
system.  Tagset neglects those features of language which are recoverable at later 
stage.  The complete list of Penn TreeBank tagset can be found in appendix. 

4 Review of Part of Speech Tagging Technologies 
This section will discuss different part of speech tagging technologies and the analysis of 
their results.  At the end, technique for the tagging of Urdu will be decided on the basis 
of the efficiency and available resources. 
 
A part of speech tagging system can be viewed as consisting of three main parts i.e. 
tokenization, assigning potential tags to each token, disambiguation by choosing most 
appropriate tag for a word or tagging unknown words (van Halteren and Voutilainen 
1999:110).  The task of assigning potential tags to a word can be done either by looking 
from the lexicon or by extracting some morphological information from the word and then 
tag it accordingly.  Next phase is to remove the ambiguity and to assign the most 
appropriate tag to that word.  Several methods are used to remove the ambiguity 
between the tags. 
 

 
Figure 1: Methodologies for part of speech tagging (Hardie 2003) 

 
Figure 1 describes generally used methodologies for part of speech tagging (Hardie 
2003).  However, hybrid approaches can also be used by combining different 
methodologies.  Considering figure 1.1, linguist’s knowledge is used to define the rules 
for disambiguation of tag.  Corpus of text provides different types of words with their 
appropriate tags.  Type B takes tagged corpus and on the basis of the frequency of the 
word with a particular tag, annotates the un-tag text.  The most recent approaches to 
disambiguation are machine learning techniques like neural networks.  Neural networks 
technique uses corpus data to extract linguistic information.  Thus lies in category B. 
                                                 
2 According to Hardie (2003: 48), if the string representing a tag having more than one character and its 
shorter string represent some other tag then that tagset is called decomposable.  For example, tag N is used 
to represent a noun and some other character with N to show some additional properties of the noun. 
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Type C extracts the contextual information from the corpus of text and defines the rules 
to disambiguate the tag.  Most recent work on this type of technique is done by Eric Brill 
in 1999.  Section 4.3 will describe some work done under type C. 
 
No work has been found under type D (Hardie 2003).  This may be due to the reason 
that different human beings have different level of knowledge about the language.  Thus, 
generating probabilities on the frequency of the occurrence of a word may differ from 
person to person. 
 
Following section describes different approaches to disambiguation.  There are three 
approaches that are commonly used i.e. rule based, statistical and transformational 
based.  However, there are other approaches like finite state intersection grammar, finite 
state morphology, hybrid approaches to part of speech tagging, etc. (Torbjőrn Lager and 
Joakim Nivre, Bryan Jurish).  This document will focus on the most commonly used 
techniques for part of speech tagging. 

4.1 Rule Based Approaches to Disambiguation 
Rule based approaches to disambiguation consist of a rule containing word and its 
contextual information.  The application of rule on a particular word reduces the number 
of potential tags attached to that word to single tag.  According to Jurafsky et al. (2005: 
327), ideally rule based part of speech tagging system consists of two stages.  First 
stage assigns each word a list of potential parts of speech by using a dictionary.  Second 
stage uses hand written disambiguation rules to cut down the list to a single part of 
speech for each word. 
 
One of the earliest works on rule based part of speech tagging was done by Klein and 
Simmons (1963).  Their program, computational grammar coder (CGC), tags the word 
using lexicon and the suffix information.  Set of rules are defined to remove the 
ambiguity.  Klein and Simmons use a tagset of 30 tags and achieve accuracy rate of 
90%.  Greene and Rubin also use rule base approach to tag the word (Greene and 
Rubin, 1971).  Their program, TAGGIT, follows same steps, using lexicon and the suffix 
information, to tag the word.  However, TAGGIT was able to handle exceptions like 
capitalized words, words having apostrophes, etc.  Greene and Rubin’s disambiguation 
method was different from CGC.  Rules were applied in order i.e. from most specific to 
least specific.  Their first rule was based on instinct.  Hardie (2003) explains it by an 
example that Greene and Rubin write a rule that a verb following modal auxiliary verb is 
infinitive rather than having present tense.  Greene and Rubin then use a program to 
add rules by manually disambiguating the tags.  These rules introduce errors of 
incorrectly tagging a word.  TAGGIT was reported to have a disambiguation rate of 77%.  
Remaining ambiguity was removed manually.  Later work on CG approach was done by 
Voutilainen (1995) and Karlsson (1995).  Voutilainen (1995) made ENGTWOL tagger 
which was based on early rule based systems of two stage architecture, although both 
lexicon and rules were much complicated than early once.  Hindle (1989) works on 
disambiguating words in a deterministic parser and analyzes rule based tagger without 
giving any information of the syntax.  Other work on rule based tagger was done by 
Brodda (1982), Paulussen and Martin (1992) and Brill et al (1990). 



4.2 Statistical Approaches to Disambiguation 
Statistical approaches are based on the information from the corpus of text.  Corpus of 
text provides the frequency of the sequence of tag which will help in disambiguating the 
sentence by choosing the sequence of tag with highest frequency.  The work on 
statistical part of speech tagging started in late 1970’s.  Some initial work was done by 
Bahl and Mercer (1976) and Debili (1977).  However, significant work on probabilistic 
part of speech tagging started when Garside and Leech (1985), and Beale (1985) 
provide the probabilistic formulation of disambiguation problem in part of speech tagging.  
In 1986, Derouault and Merialdo did some significant work for the training of statistical 
parameters.  Derouault and Merialdo (1986) manually tag a small amount of text and 
then use a bootstrap method to tag large corpus.  Church (1988) and Kempe (1993) use 
second order Markov Models for disambiguation.  Training of their system is done by 
using a large hand tagged corpora.  Using this method, Church (1988) and Kempe 
(1993) are able to tag 96% of words correctly.  The problem arises for languages that 
are not having any training data available.  Jelinek (1985) and Cutting et al. (1992) 
overcome the problem of tag training data and train their taggers on untagged data using 
Baum-Welch algorithm.  The results provided by Jelinek (1985) and Cutting et al. (1992) 
were comparable with Church (1988) and Kempe (1993). 

4.3 Transformational Based Approach 
Transformation based approach for tagging is a machine learning approach (Brill, 1995).  
It was inspired from both rule based and stochastic taggers.  Like rule based systems, 
transformational based learning is based on rules.  Like probabilistic approach, rules are 
automatically induced from the data (Jurafsky et al. 2005, 333). 
 
Transformational approach for tagging, called Brill tagging, is not a disambiguation 
technique.  It is a learning or improvement technique.  It takes an unambiguously tagged 
text to learn from it.  Pre-tagged corpus is used to evaluate the results of the rules.  
System starts by running an initial state annotator on an un-tagged corpus.  This process 
assigns a single tag to each word based on the lexicon in which frequency of word with 
the tag is given.  This tagged corpus is compared against pre-tagged corpus and list of 
rules are learned.  These rules are applied on the output taken from state annotator.  
After applying these rules, success of transformation is measured by comparing it with 
the reduction in errors.  The list of transformations is ordered from most effective to least 
effective.  The process of adding rules ends when no more transformations can be found 
that improve the tagging (Hardie 2003, 271). 
 
Brill (1992) argues about the advantages of transformational based approach over rule 
based and stochastic approaches.  According to Brill (1992), in rule based approaches, it 
is difficult to construct rules and in probabilistic approaches much space is required to 
store the tables of frequencies.  Transformational based approach overcomes these 
issues by providing an automatic extraction of rules.  Space required to store these rules 
is less than storing the probabilistic information.  Other advantages describe by Brill 
(1992) is that it is easy to use Brill’s tagger with other tagsets or with different languages. 

4.4 Other Approaches to Disambiguation 
Neural Networks Approach: 
According to Hardie (2003: 280), neural network approach to disambiguation is a 
machine learning approach.  It consists of interconnected layers where each layer works 
as a processing unit.  On activation of a layer, it connects with other layers with weighted 
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links.  Weights given to the links and the activation values of the units are the 
parameters of the network.  Figure 2 provides an overview of 3-layer structure of neural 
network (Schmid 1994). 

 

 
Figure 2: A 3-layer structure of neural network 

 
The bottom layer is called the input layer and top layer is called the output layer.  Layers 
between input and output layers are called Hidden layers as only the input and the 
output layers are visible.  The training of neural network can be done by adjusting the 
weights of the links and the activation values of the layers or units (Hardie, 2003: 281). 
 
Neural network system takes ambiguously tagged word and its contextual information as 
input.  Input layer consists of a set of units equal to the number of tags in the tagset.  For 
each word, all tags with which a word was marked are activated.  Network knows about 
the correct tag due to the training and deactivates other output units.  The use of 
contextual information varies from system to system.  Schmid (1994) takes three 
preceding words and 2 following words as contextual information of a word.  According 
to Schmid (1994), reducing contextual information from three preceding words and one 
following word to two preceding words and one following word decreases the accuracy 
only by 0.1%.  Increasing the contextual information to three preceding words and two 
following words showed no improvement in accuracy. 
 
Hardie (2003: 283) finds the performance of neural network taggers comparable with the 
performances of rule based and probabilistic approaches.  Schmid (1994) reported an 
accuracy rate of 96.22% and found it better than Markov model tagger. 

4.5 Hybrid Approaches to Disambiguation 
A hybrid tagger can be defined as a combination of disambiguation techniques use to 
serve the purpose of a single disambiguation technique.  Hybrid methods are ideally be 
used to increase the accuracy of the system. 
 
CLAWS system is a good example of hybrid approach.  In CLAWS1, the WORDTAG 
lexical analysis component has initially assigned potential tags which were altered by 
rule based component IDIOMTAG.  After that a stochastical disambiguator was applied 
(Hardie 2003). 
 
CLAWS system gives an example of hybrid approach in which both rule based system 
and stochastic system were developed together.  Tapanainen and Voutilanien (1994) do 
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an experiment to combine rule based system, EngCG, and stochastic disambiguation 
system, Xerox tagger, initially developed as separate systems.  These two taggers were 
having complementary strength i.e. EngCG is rarely wrong but does not disambiguate 
fully whereas Xerox tagger is less reliable but disambiguate fully (Hardie 2003: 292).  
Tapanainen and Voutilanien run both taggers parallel on same text and then combine 
both outputs by allowing Xerox tagger to resolve the ambiguities left by the EngCG 
tagger.  Results were found to have accuracy rate of 98.5% which were better than any 
of the tagger. 

5 Redesigning of Urdu Tagset 
Tagset of a language caters main parts of speech as well as morphological information 
of the language.  There are various issues that need to consider for the efficient design 
of tagset.  First problem is about the level of categorical distribution that the tagset 
should contain.  A tagset may be consisted either of syntactic categories or it may be 
consisted of morpho-syntactic categories.  Considering the efficiency in machine 
learning process and to reduce lexical and syntactic ambiguity, it was decided to 
concentrate on the syntactic categories of language.  The syntactic categories lead to 
less number of tags which also improves accuracy of manual tagging3 (Taylor, A., et al.). 
 
Considering the work of Urdu grammar writers, most of the categories were based on 
semantic differences.  The morphological information of the categories was either 
handled through separate parts of speech or was considered as features of the 
language.  Most of the categories were lacking their computational side.  However, the 
detailed analysis of these grammar writers really helps in covering the depth of the 
language.  The tagset of Hardie was properly covering the features of the language. 
However, Hardie tagset was based on morpho-syntactic categories of Urdu.  Some of 
the tags were divided on the basis of semantic differences (see section 3.1).  For a 
syntactic tagset, the features of Urdu language need to be analyzed on the basis of the 
structure of the language.  It was also mentioned in the literature that smaller tagset 
improves the accuracy of the tagger.  Following is the redesigning of tagset on the basis 
of the work of Urdu grammarians and earlier tagsets of Urdu. 
 
There were three types of corpus available for analysis i.e. literature, news and poetry 
corpus.  For the design of tagset, only literature and news corpus was analyzed.  The 
corpus was based on the most recent available vocabulary used by local people.  
 
Following is the proposed list of POS tags followed by some of their examples.  The 
syntactic analysis on the tags is done in discussion section. 
 
Demonstrative: Demonstratives are divided into four categories.  All four categories of 
demonstratives have ambiguity with four categories of pronoun.  Phrase level analysis 
was done to distinguish between demonstrative and pronoun.  The detailed comparison 
of demonstrative and pronoun can be found in discussion section.  Following are some 
examples of demonstratives. 
 
Personal 
demonstrative (PD) 

This category includes the elements of demonstrative and 
personal demonstratives.  Following is an example of it. 

                                                 
3 A part of speech tagger for Indian languages, available at http://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007 
/iiit_tagset_guidelines.pdf.  
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  <SM>۔ <VB> ہيں<NN> پہچان <G>  ہماری <NN> مسجديں <PD>يہ  يہ، وہ، اسہم، تم، آپ،
  
Relative 
demonstrative (RD) 
 جو، جن، جنہوں

 <G> ميرا<PP> وہ<TA> تها<VB> آيا<NN> صبح<NN> لڑکا<RD>جو
 <SM>۔<VB> ہے<NN>دوست

  
Kaf demonstrative 
(KD) کن<KD>لوگوں <NN>کو <P>آم <NN>اچها <ADJ>لگتا <VB>ہے <TA>۔  

  ۔<VB> ہے<NEG> نہيں<NN> لڑکا<KD> کوئی<P> ميں<NN>کمرے کن، کوئی
  
Adverbial 
demonstrative (AD) 
 اب، تب، ادهر، يہاں

  ۔<AA>سکتا<VB>کر <NEG> نہيں <NN> کام <AD> ايسا <PP>ميں

  
Nouns: Nouns are divided into two categories.  First category consists of simple nouns 
which are represented by NN in the tagset.  However, there are other nouns that show 
adverbial nature like time, place, manner, etc.  These are also catered under noun.  The 
proper nouns are kept in a separate category.  Following are some examples of different 
types of nouns. 
 
Noun (NN) 
،جہاز، زمين، درخت، لڑکا  
 اوپر، اندر، سميت، طرح، طرف

 ۔ <VB> ہيں<NN> پہچان <G>  ہماری <NN> مسجديں <PD>يہ
  

  ۔<VB> ہے<PN> حامد <NA> اوپر <P> کے<NN>چهت
  
Proper noun (PN) 
  ۔<VB> ہے <NN> شہر <P> کا <NN>  باغات<PN>الہور الہور، پشاور، پاکستان

  
Pronouns: Pronouns are divided into six categories based on their syntactic structure.  
Most of the categories are consistent with the types provided by Urdu grammarians.  
The analysis and justification of the newly proposed categories can be found in 
discussion section.  Following are some examples of the types of pronouns. 
  
Personal pronoun (PP) 
  ۔ <VB> ہوں <NN> دوست <G> تمهارا <PP>ميں ميں، ہم، تم، آپ، يہ، وہ، اس

   
Reflexive pronoun (RP) 
  ۔<TA> گا<VB> کروں<RP> خود<NN> کام <GR> اپنا <PP>ميں خود، آپ

   
Relative pronoun (REP) 
 جو، جن، جنہوں

 <VB> ہے <NN> بهائی <P> کا<PN> حامد <REP> جو<PN>علی
  ۔<VB>ے ي <NN>دوست <G>ميرا

  
Adverbial pronoun (AP):  The adverbial pronouns occur at the place of nouns with 
adverbial nature and show the property of time, place, manner, etc.  They are 
represented by AP in the tagset.  Consider the following examples: 

Example:   
  ۔<TA> يے <VB> کهايا <NN> کهانا <AP> اب <P> نے<PN>علی اب، تب، ادهر، يہاں
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Kaf pronoun (KP):  Kaf pronouns add interrogative property in the sentence.  They are 
divided into two categories.  Kaf pronouns, represented by KP, are used to ask question 
about a noun.  The second category includes adverbial kaf pronouns which are used at 
the place of nouns with adverbial nature.  Following are their examples: 

Kaf pronoun (KP) 
  ۔<VB> ہے <KP> کون<P> ميں<NN>کمرے کون، کوئی، ، کن

  
Adverbial kaf pro (AKP) 
  ۔<TA> ہے <VB> گيا <AKP> کدهر <PN>علی کدهر، کب، کيسا

  
Genitive reflexive (GR) 
 اپنا

 <NN> فرض<G> ميرا<VB> کرنا<RP> خود<NN> کام<GR>اپنا
  ۔<VB>ہے

  
Genitives (G) Consider the above example of genitive reflexive. 

، ہمارا، تيراميرا، تمهارا   
  
Verb (VB): At sentence level, any word showing action in any form is considered as 
verb.  No further categorization is done.  Consider the following examples of verb: 

Example: 
 ۔<TA> ہے<AA>رہا<VB> کها <NN> روٹی <PP>وہ لکهنا، کهاتا، جاتا، کرنا

  
Auxiliaries:  Based on the syntactic nature of language, auxiliaries are divided into two 
categories.  Aspectual auxiliaries always occur after main verb of the sentence.  Tense 
auxiliaries are used to show the time of the action.  They occurred at the end of the verb 
phrase.  Consider the examples of aspectual and tense auxiliaries: 

Aspectual auxiliary (AA) Consider the example of verb. 
 رہا، کرنا، چکہ
Tense auxiliary (TA) 
ہے، ہيں، ہوں، تها، تهے، تهيں، 
 گا، گی، گے، ہو، ہوں

 
Consider the above describe examples. 

  
Adjective (ADJ):  Adjectives are catered as one category.  The information related to 
the degree of adjective is not taken into account.  Following are given some examples of 
adjectives. 

ظالم، خوبصورت،  کمزور،  
  ۔<VB> ہے <NN> لڑکا <ADJ> ظالم <ADV> بہت <PN>حامد بيکار،  سمجهدار،  نفيس

  
Adverb (ADV):  Adverbs are handled as one category in the tagset.  Consider the 
following examples of adverbs. 
Example: 
  ۔<VB> ہے <NN> لڑکا <ADJ> محنتی <ADV> بڑا <PP>وہ بہت، نہايت، بڑا

  
Quantifier (Q):  Consider following examples of quantifier: 
Example: 
کچه ، چند،تمام، اتنے،  سب، 

ے، کئی،  بعض، کلتهوڑا، تهوڑ  
  ۔ <VB> کرئيں<NN> انتظار <Q> تهوڑا<NN> لوگ <Q>سب
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Numerals:  Numerals are divided into four categories based on their syntactic structure.  
Cardinal (CA), ordinal (OR), fractional (FR) and multiplicative (MUL) are types included 
in the tagset.  Following are the examples of each category. 
 
Cardinal (CA) 
ايک، دو، تين، چار   بياليس، 
 انسٹه، ننانوے، ہزار، دو ہزار

  ۔ <VB> ؤ بال<P> کو <NN> لڑکوں <CA> دو <OR>پہلے

  
Ordinal (OR) Consider the example of cardinal. 
 پہال، دوسرا، تيسرا، چوتها، پانچواں، چهٹا، ساتواں، آثهواں، آخری
 
Fractional (FR) 
 ۔<VB> دينا<NN> دوده<U> کلو <FR>ڈهائی چوتهائی، ڈهائی، اڑهائی

 
Multiplicative (MUL) 
 ۔<VB> ہے<ADJ> موٹا<MUL> دگنا<P> سے<PN>حامد<PN>علی  گنا، دگنا، دہرا، تہرا

 
Measuring unit (U): They are frequently used with numerals.  However, they have a 
different syntactic structure than numerals.  Consider the example of fractional to see the 
occurrence of measuring units. 
Example: 
 ۔<VB> دينا<NN> دوده<U> کلو <FR>ڈهائی پون،  پائو، کلو، سير

  
Conjunction:  Conjunctions are divided into coordinating and subordinating 
conjunctions.  Following are their examples: 

Coordinating (CC) 
  ۔<VB> ہيں<NN> دوست<ADJ> اچهے<PN> علی<CC> اور<PN>حامد يا  ,اور
 

Subordinating (SC)   
  ۔<VB>ملے<P> سے <PP>مجه<SC>کہ<VB>کہو<P> سے <PN>حامد کيونکہ ,کہ

 
Intensifier (I): There are only three words in this category.  Consider their following 
examples: 
Example: 
  ۔.<TA>گا <VB> آؤں  <I> بهی <PP>ميں ہی، بهی، تو
 

Adjectival particle (A):  This category includes only one word sa with its two inflection 
forms.  This particle is normally used for comparison.  Consider the following examples 
of adjectival particle. 

Example: 
  ۔<VB> ہے<NN> جانور<A> سا<ADJ> عجيب<CA> ايک<NN>مينڈک سا، سے، سی

 
KER particle (KER):  These particles normally occur in verb phrase.  There are only two 
entities in this class.  Consider the following examples: 

Example: 
  ۔<AA> دينا<VB> کر<NN> فون<KER> کر<VB> پہنچ<NN>گهر کے، کر

 
Title: Titles are divided into two categories based on their pre and post occurrence 
around a proper noun.  Consider their examples below. 
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Pre-title (PRT) 
 حضرت، مياں

 <NN> انسان<ADJ> اچهے<POT> صاحب<PN> سرمد<PRT>مياں
  ۔<VB>ہيں

 
Post-title (POT) 
 .Consider the example of pre-title above جی، صاحب

 
Semantic Marker (P): Following are the list of particles included into this category.  
However, the entity سے is kept as separate category due to its ambiguous usage. 
کا ،  کو ، کی ، کے ، نے، ميں، 
  تلک ،  پر، تک

 <SE>  سے<NN> چهڑی<P> نے<PN> علی<P> کو<PN>حامد
 ۔<VB>مارا

 
SE (SE): سے  Consider the above example 

 
Wala (WALA): This category contains one word wala and its inflections.  Consider its 
examples: 
Example: 
 واال، والی، والے

  ۔<TA> ہے<VB> آيا<NN> آدمی<WALA> واال<VB> بيچنے<NN>پهل

 
Negation (NEG): Consider the following examples of negation. 

Example: 
  ۔<AA>سکتا<VB>کر <NEG> نہيں <NN> کام <AD> ايسا <PP>ميں نہ، نہيں

 
Interjection (INT): Interjections normally occur at the start of the sentence.  They are 
kept as separate category in the tagset.  Following are its examples: 

Example: 
سبحان اهللا، اچها, اہو   ۔<TA> ہے<VB> کی<NN> بات<ADJ> اچهی<ADV> کيا<INT>واہ 

 
Question words (QW): There are some words instead of kaf pronouns that are used for 
the interrogation in the sentence.  However, these words cannot be replaced by a noun 
or pronoun. A separate category of question words has been formed for these words.  
Consider their examples below: 
 
Example: 
  ۔.<TA> گا <VB> جائے <NN> سکول <PN>علی <QW>کيا  کيا، کيوں

 
Punctuation marks:  In this tagset, punctuation marks are divided into two categories.  
Sentence markers mark the boundary of the sentence.  Phrase markers are used inside 
the sentence but never used at the end of sentence.  Consider their examples below: 
 
Sentence marker (SM) ‘.’, ‘?’ 
Phrase marker (PM) ‘,’ , ‘;’ 
 
DATE 2007, 1999 
 
Expression (Exp): Any word or symbol which is not handled in this tagset will be 
catered under expression.  It can be mathematical symbols, digits, etc.  
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5.1 Discussion 
Considering above tag set, noun is divided into noun and proper noun.  However, in the 
tagset, it is mentioned that nouns with adverbial nature are also kept under noun.  These 
nouns contained information about time and place.  Due to this reason, most of the 
grammar writers categorize them as noun of time and place (Platts 1909, Javed 1981, 
Haq 1987).  However, some grammar writers also consider them under adverbs 
(Schmidt 1999).  Looking at the language syntactically, these elements with adverbial 
nature occur at the place of noun.  To make syntactic structure of language consistent, it 
was decided to consider them under noun.  Following are some examples of it. 
 

  ۔<VB> ہے<NN> عادت<ADJ> اچهی<VB> اٹهنا<NN>صبح
 

  ۔<VB> ہے<PN> حامد<NN> اوپر<P> کے<NN>چهت
 
Pronouns are divided into six types based on their syntactic nature in the sentence.  The 
adverbial pronouns are of same nature like nouns with adverbial features.  That’s why, 
they are categorized under pronoun. 
 

  ۔<VB> کهايا <NN> کهانا <NN> صبح<P> نے <PN>حامد
 

  ۔<VB> کهايا <NN> کهانا <AP> تب<P> نے <PN>حامد
Usage of Adverbial pronoun تب 

 
Most of the categories involved in pronouns are similar with demonstratives.  Difference 
was analyzed on the basis of their phrase boundary.  It was observed that pronouns 
occur as standalone unit in a phrase or occur without having a noun as its neighbor in a 
phrase whereas demonstratives make phrase boundary with the next noun.  The 
adverbial pronouns are also showing similar behavior.  Consider following examples: 
 

 ۔<VB> ہے<NN> بهائی<P> کا<PN> حامد <PP>يہ
 

  ۔ <VB> ہيں<NN> پہچان <G>  ہماری <NN> مسجديں <PD>يہ
 

In case of pro-drop, demonstrator becomes the pronoun.  Consider the example below; 
if word لوگ (people) is dropped here then وہ will become the pronoun here. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kaf pronouns are divided into two categories.  Both are actually question words that can 
be replaced by a noun.  However, syntactic structure of adverbial kaf pronoun is different 
from other kaf pronouns.  While observing kaf pronouns in general, the ambiguity was 
found with the demonstratives.  Phrase level analysis as explain above is used to 
distinguish between kaf pronoun and demonstratives.  The demonstrators with 

Without pro-drop 
 ۔<TA> گے<VB> گاہيں<NN> گانا<NN> لوگ <PD>وہ

 

After pro-drop 
 ۔<TA> گے<VB> گاہيں<NN> گانا<PP>وہ
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interrogative nature are kept inside demonstrative category.  Consider following 
examples of kaf pronouns, adverbial kaf pronouns and kaf demonstratives. 
 

Kaf pronoun 
  ۔<VB> ہے<KP> کون<P> ميں<NN>کمرے

 
  ۔<TA> ہيں<VB> لگتے<ADJ> اچهے<NN> آم<P> کو<NN> لوگوں<KP>کن

 
Adverbial kaf pronoun 

  ۔<TA> ہے<VB> گيا<AKP> کدهر<PN>حامد
 

Demonstrative 
  ۔<TA> ہو<AA> رہے<VB> جا<VB> ملنے<SE> سے <KD>کن<PP>تم 

 
 
KER tag contains two elements کے، کر (Javed 1981).  These particles occur in verb 
phrase and semantically show the completion of verb.  Following are there examples: 
 

  ۔<TA> ہوں<AA> گيا<VB> تهک<KER> کے<VB> کر<NN> کام<PP>ميں
 

 ۔<TA>ں ہو<AA> گيا<VB> تهک<KER> کے<VB> کر<VB> کر<NN> کام<PP>ميں
 

  ۔<TA> ہوں<AA> گيا<VB> تهک<KER> کر<VB> جا<AP> وہاں<PP>ميں
 

Semantic marker is containing particles that show the semantic marking of subject, 
object and indirect object, etc. (Butt et al. 2001).  The marking objects are also called 
semantically motivated cases as they are used to express semantic motivations (Butt et 
al. 2001).  Due to this reason, they are not separated under more than one category.  
However, SE is kept separate under unique category due to its ambiguous usage. 
  
WALA واال is considered a unique entity due to its different morpho-syntactic nature.  It is 
categorized under adjective and noun by Urdu grammar writers (Javed 1981, Schmidt 
1999).  However, it is still considered as an issue due to varied usage.  For this tagset, it 
is decided to handle it as a separate tag. 
 
Expression includes symbols, mathematical formulae, digits, etc.  In general, this tag 
caters any exceptional word or character that occurs in the text.  There might be a case 
when two exceptional characters or words are occurring consecutive.  In that case, only 
one expression tag will be assigned. 

6 Selecting Disambiguation Approach for Urdu 
Literature review of disambiguation approaches can be summarized as follows: 

• Rule based approach 
• Probabilistic approach 

o Markov model 
• Transformational based learning 
• Other approaches like neural networks 
• Hybrid approaches 

 



There are many factors that play an important role while selecting a disambiguation 
approach.  Performance of disambiguation approach, properties of the language, nature 
of the tagset, available resources, and time limitations, all played an important role in the 
selection of an approach. 
 
According to Daelemans (1999: 303-304), methods like neural networks have several 
advantages over statistical methods such as requiring less training data, fewer 
parameters and fast training procedure.  However, Daelemans provides some counter 
arguments in support of statistical methods such as the effectiveness of new 
technologies has not been evaluated fully. 
 
Considering the performance of the systems, Markov model taggers generally achieve 
an accuracy of 97% (Hardie 2003: 295).  Brill (1995) reports a similar accuracy rate.  
Voutilainen (1995: 186-187) reports an accuracy rate of 99.7%-100% using rule based 
CG methodology.  For comparability, these are small performance differences.  Thus, 
choosing the methodology on the basis of performance of the system is difficult. 
 
Consider language; Urdu is written in Perso-Arabic text, the texts in question are coded 
in Unicode.  Brill (1995) and Cutting et al. (1992)’s tagger require ASCII text.  So, it is 
possible to rule out these two taggers. 
 
Urdu is a highly inflected language and having SOV word order.  Sánchez León and 
Nieto Serrano (1997: 163-164) suggest that the potentially free order of language could 
lead to greater ambiguity i.e. it becomes harder to guess the tag of a word on the basis 
of its context.  This might suggest that for a language like Urdu, probabilistic model 
would be unsuitable.  Dandapat et al. (2006) implemented a Markov model for Bengali 
which is a free order language and reported an accuracy of 89%.  Brill (1995: 544) 
reports that all disambiguation techniques utilize the same kind of information.  Thus 
probabilistic model can not be ruled out by just arguing that the language is free order. 
 
The nature of the tagset may affect the performance of disambiguation method.  
Tapanainen and Voutilainen (1994) suggest that Markov model taggers operate better 
with small tagsets, whereas rule based approaches operate better with larger tagsets.  
Sánchez León and Nieto Serrano (1997) work on Spanish tagsets ranging from 40 to 
475 tags and use them with Markov model and report that larger tagset improves 
performance if the model has appropriate biases.  Thus size of the tagset may not help 
in deciding the disambiguation technique. 
 
Let’s consider the practical benefits and drawbacks of the probabilistic approach, rule 
based approach and hybrid approach.  Hybrid approach uses the best features of 
several methodologies.  Tapanainen and Voutilainen (1994) create a hybrid tagger from 
two pre-existing taggers.  In case of Urdu, one rule based tagger is available (Hardie 
2003).  Hybrid approach requires at least one more tagger for Urdu.  Considering the 
time limitation of the thesis, only one approach can be implemented and hybrid work can 
be left for future research.  Therefore, hybrid approach can be ruled out. 
 
According to Weischedel et al. (1993), having a corpus of limited vocabulary; the 
probabilistic models offer a mathematically grounded means of predicting the most likely 
tag.  In case of unknown words, probabilistic models provide the best solution.  
Weischedel et al. (1993) also mention that for a given vocabulary size, it is difficult to 
provide full syntactic and semantic features by handcrafted rules.  Probabilistic models 
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overcome this limitation by considering contextual information from the corpus.  Another 
point mentioned by Weischedel et al. (1993) was that rule based approach do not 
perform well on long sentences on which probabilistic approach can effectively operate. 
 
Now considering Urdu, a corpus of approx eighty million words is available.  The number 
of unique words in the corpus is about 52,000 TP

4
PT.  Thus, shows a good frequency of the 

words in the corpus.  Making the rules of 52,000 words over the corpus of 10,000,000 
words seem cumbersome and much time consuming.  Here, after considering the 
resources and the analysis of different writers, rule based approach can be ruled out.  
Hence, for the current work, statistical approach can be used for part of speech tagging. 

7 Methodology 
This section will discuss the steps followed in the implementation of part of speech 
tagger.  The availability of training data is the first step towards the automatic annotation 
of text.  A corpus of 110,000 words was selected from two domains.  After applying 
normalization and removing diacritics, data of 100,000 words was manually annotated 
for training.  In the implementation of part of speech tagger, Hidden Markov model was 
implemented.  Add Lambda smoothing was applied to avoid zero probabilities.  In order 
to shorten the search space and to speed up the time, beam search was applied.  The 
detail discussion of each step is as followed. 

7.1 Preparation of Corpus 
The accuracy of a tagger also depends on the corpus.  The inclusion of foreign words, 
free orderness in the corpus significantly affects the results of the tagger.  A corpus of 
amount eighty million words was taken from Jang ( HTUwww.jang.com.pkUTH).  The available 
eighty million corpus was based on six domains i.e. games, news, finance, culture 
entertainment, consumer information and personal information.  At start, it was decided 
to drop the corpus of games, finance and consumer information due to the excess of 
foreign words in the corpus.  At later stage, personal information was also dropped due 
to the lack of structure of the corpus.  Out of the domain of news and cultural 
entertainment, 110,000 words were selected as corpus.  Before actually starting the 
annotation, corpus was gone through various steps in order to maintain the consistency 
of the text. 

7.1.1 Normalization 
Urdu shares its character set with Arabic.  There are characters in Urdu that can be 
represented by more than one Unicode.  This problem of inconsistency was frequently 
seen in the corpus.  In order to keep the characters consistent, normalization was 
applied before doing any processing on the corpus.  Following is the list of 
normalizations applied. 
 

                                                 
TP

4
PT Corpus of Urdu is available with Centre for research in Urdu language processing (CRULP).  Further 

detailed about the corpus can be found in section 7.1 

Table 1: Normalization 
Problem words Unicode Normalized words Unicode 

 06C3 ة 0629 ة
 06A9 ک 0643 ك
 06C1 ہ 0647 ه
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7.1.2 Other Issues 
In Urdu, most of the diacritics are considered optional.  Due to optionality of diacritics, 
two similar words one with diacritics and other without diacritics do exist in the corpus.  
Therefore, it was decided to remove the diacritics from the corpus.  It was also observed 
that there occur some non Urdu characters in the corpus.  These words were also 
deleted from the corpus.  A List of diacritics and non-Urdu words is given below. 

 
Table 2: Diacritics and non-Urdu words 

Diacritics Non-Urdu words 
(0650)  ِ  " 
(064B)  ً * 
(064F)  ُ # 
(064D)  ٍ $ 

(064C)  ٌ % 
  ٰ(0670)  & 

(0652)  ْ ' 
(0656) � * 
(0654)  ٔ + 
(060C) ، - 
(0651)  ّ / \ 

(0657) � <> 
(0659) � = 
 @ ـ (0640)
(0653)  ٓ ﴾ ﴿ 

(FDFA) � ^ 
(064E)  َ | 

 ~ 
 ` 
 ” 
 ‘ 
 ’ 
 “ 

 06CC ی 0649 ى
 06CC ی 064A ي
 06C2 ۀ 06C0 ۀ
, 002C ، 060C 
. 002E 06 ۔D4 
; 003B 061 ؛B 
? 003F 061 ؟F 
 0653 + 0627 ٓا 0622 آ
 0654 + 0627 ٔا 0623 أ
 0654 + 0648 ٔو 0624 ؤ
 06C1 + 0654 ٔہ 06C2 ۀ
 06D2 + 0626 ئے 06D3 ۓ
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7.2 Manual Tagging 
A corpus of 100,000 words was selected for manual tagging.  After applying 
normalization and by removing diacritics, test corpus was divided into 10 equal parts.  A 
word list of the corpus was generated and each word was given its expected tag.  This 
lexicon was further use to speed up the annotation process.  Each part of the corpus 
was first annotated with the generated lexicon.  All potential tags of each word were 
assigned.  The errors were manually removed from the corpus.  Same procedure was 
repeated up to 50,000 words.  Rest of the 50,000 words was automatically annotated 
from the tagger and was manually checked for errors.  This procedure speeds up the 
manual tagging process and helps in analyzing the issues of the tagger and the corpus.  
Following section will discuss some linguistic issues faced while manually annotating the 
corpus. 

7.2.1 Suffixation 
The problem of considering suffixes as one word or considering it as part of its root word 
was faced during annotation.  Considering suffix as separate word may create the 
problem of including a non-word in the lexicon.  Some suffixes like ناک do exist as 
separate word but their usage as suffix makes it an adjective rather than a noun.  This 
way of handling suffixation may also disturb the learning of statistical tagger and 
increase the ambiguity for the tagger.  Consider the following example: 
 

Table 3: Three ways of tagging the word having a suffix 
(a) 

 <NN> انسان<ADJ>خوفناک
(b) 

 <NN> انسان<NN> ناک<NN>خوف
(c) 

 <ADJ> ناک<ADJ>خوف
 <NN>انسان

 
In the above example, the word with suffix can be tagged in three ways.  Part b is 
lexically assigning the tags to the words.  This will tag the word independent of its 
context.  Thus, lose the actual feature of the word.  Part c is separately tagging the word 
and suffix but assigning the tag according to the context of the word.  This will wrongly 
guide the machine learning process as in this way noun is followed by two adjectives 
rather than one. The ambiguity for word ناک will also be increased.  For these reasons, it 
was decided to consider the root and suffix as one word. 

7.2.2 Words with Zer-e-izafat 
In Urdu, combining words with zer-e-izafat is a very common phenomenon.  Sometimes 
these words cannot be separated as two words or can be replaced by having semantic 
marker in it.  Consider the following example: 
  
 

 
Here, it is clear that part (a) of the example becomes ungrammatical when replaced.  
That’s why, it was decided to consider (a) as on word and consider (b) as two separate 
words. 

Table 4: Two cases of words with zer-e-izafat 
(a)  (b) 
 <NN> صحت<NN>وزير  <NN>وزيراعظم

اعظم کا وزير*   صحت کا وزير 
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7.2.3 Verb Phrases Acting as Adjective 
It was observed that the occurrence of verb phrase at the place of adjective is very 
frequent in corpus.  Consider the following example: 
 

Table 5: Verb phrase acting as adjective 
(a) (b)  (c) 

 <AA> ہوئے<VB>روتے
 <NN>بچے

 <ADJ> ہوئے<ADJ>روتے
  <NN>بچے

<NN> بچے<ADJ>روتےہوئے

 
There are three possible ways of tagging this problem.  However, example (c) is not 
appropriate as we are considering two words as one word.  Example (b) is again causing 
problem to machine learning process.  At the end, it was decided to treat verb and 
auxiliaries independent of its context. 

7.2.4 Complex Predicate 
There are some words which are noun and adjective, and occur in a verb phrase.  These 
words are called complex predicates (Butt 2003).  When these words were analyzed 
separately, it becomes very difficult to distinguish them either noun or adjective.  For the 
current work, it was decided to keep word and its tag consistent throughout the training 
corpus.  However, a practical solution to this problem is discussed later. 
 



 

7.3 Computational Modeling 
This section will discuss the techniques used in the implementation of a part of speech 
tagger.  Hidden Markov Model was used as disambiguation technique.  In order to 
reduce the search space of the tagger, beam search was applied.  Frequency of 
unknown words is handled by applying Add-Lambda smoothing.  Following is the 
detailed discussion of each technique. 

7.3.1 Design 
Design of application was divided into three components.  Pre-processor and training 
database works as standalone unit.  Output of pre-processor and training database is 
used by tagger to annotate the text.  Pre-processor takes input in the form of text file. 
After applying normalization rules, diacritics and symbols were removed from the input.  
Training database takes annotated text in the form of a text file and calculates the 
unigram word tag probabilities and the probability of a tag ti given its previous tag ti-1.  
The words from the list of word tag probability will be used as lexicon by the tagger.  
Tagger takes two inputs, one the output of pre-processor and second the output of 
training database and outputs the annotated text.    The detail discussion on the working 
of each module can be found in next section.  Following is the design diagram of the 
tagger. 
 

Pre Processor

Training Database

Tagger

Lexicon
Bigram Tag Probabilities

Unigram Word Tag Probabilities

Cleaned Input

Annotated Text

Input

Output

Figure 3: Design of the tagger 

7.3.2 Pre-processor 
In order to control the consistency between training data and input text, a separate 
module called pre-processor was build.  Pre-processor module takes input in the form of 
a text file and normalize the text.  Diacritics were also removed from the text.  Following 
is the algorithm of pre-processor. 
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• Take input from a text file 
• Load normalization rules 
• Load a list of diacritics 
• Load a list of symbols 
• Apply normalization 
• Remove diacritics 
• Remove symbols from the corpus 
• Save the output in a text file 

 
A list of normalization rules, symbols and diacritics can be found in section 7.1. 

7.3.3 Training Database 
Part of speech tagger takes information from three databases i.e. lexicon, word tag 
probabilities and tag tag probabilities.  These information sources are built by training 
database by using annotated text or training text as input.  In the implementation, a 
separate module was built for each database.  Following is the discussion on each 
algorithm. 
 
General Algorithm of training database 

• Take annotated text from a text file 
• Calculate total counts of each word tag pair i.e. total number of occurrences of 

each word w with tag t 
• Calculate total counts of each tag tag pair i.e. total occurrences of each tag t B i B 

having previous tag tB i-1B 
• Calculate total counts of each tag i.e. total occurrences of each tag tB i-1B 
• Apply smoothing (next section) 
• Calculate probabilities 
• Save the probabilities of word tag pair and tag tag pair in separate files 

 
Probability calculation was done using following formula: 
 
Word tag probability P(w B i B | t B j B) = C(wB i B t B jB) / C(tB jB) 
Tag tag probability P(t B iB | t B i-1B) = C(t B i B tB i-1B) / C(tB i-1B) 
 
In order to calculate the probability of unknown word, smoothing was applied by 
introducing an unknown pair in the database.  The smoothing algorithm can be found in 
next section. 

7.3.4 Tagger 
Application of part of speech tagger takes two inputs i.e. cleaned input text from pre-
processor and other is the databases.  Input text is observed sentence by sentence by 
the tagger.  Tagger creates the annotated output of each sentence.  Following is 
algorithm of the tagger. 
 

• Read input from text file 
• Load databases 
• Divide input on the basis of sentence marker 
• Continue until input ends 

o Take a sentence 
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o Repeat until sentence end 
 Take a word from sentence 
 Assign its potential tags from lexicon or assign potential tags for 

an unknown word (Make branches if potential tag > 1) 
 Assign word tag  probabilities to the pair 
 Assign tag tag bigram probabilities 
 If number of branches are more than Beam size (say 10), sort all 

branches on the basis of cumulative score up to the current word 
and take top 10 branches (highest score) 

o Save the output sentence by sentence 
• Write output in a text file 

 
At sentence level, file containing probabilities of word tag pair was used as lexicon for 
the tagger.  Hidden Markov model was used as disambiguation technique.  Problem of 
unknown word was handled by assigning a list of candidate tags to that word.  Zero 
probability of unknown word was handled by applying Add Lambda smoothing.  
Following are the details on Hidden Markov model, Add Lambda smoothing and 
unknown word handling. 
 

7.4 Implementation Techniques 
 

7.4.1 Markov Model for Part of Speech Tagging 
Hidden Markov model is used to estimate the best sequence of tags for a sentence.  It 
utilizes a tagged corpus to estimate the frequency of the occurrence of a tag with a word.    
It is called Hidden as the actual sequence of states i.e. tag generated for a sentence is 
unknown.  According to Rabiner (1989), Hidden Markov model has five parameters 
(Scott M. Thede et al). 
 

1. Total number of states in the model is represented by N.  For part of speech 
tagger, N is the total number of tags used by the system.  One tag consists of 
one state. 

2. Total number of output symbols and is represented by M.  For part of speech 
tagging, M will be the number of words in the lexicon of the system. 

3. Probability of moving from state i to state j and is represented by a Bij B. B BIt is called 
transition probability of the states.  For part of speech tagging, state transition 
probability will be the probability of moving from tag i to tag j in other words, 
probability that tag j will follow tag i.  This probability is normally estimated from 
the corpus. 

4. Observation probability b Bj B(k) will be the probability of having symbol k on state j.  
For part of speech tagging, it will be the probability of word having tag j. 

5. Initial state distribution πBj Bis the probability that model will start in state i.  For part 
of speech tagging, this is the probability that the sentence will start with tag i. 

 
Choosing HMM for part of speech tagging will determine the most likely tag sequence 
that generates the words in the sentence.  Following formula provides an overview of the 
basic HMM part of speech tagging (Jurafsky et al. 2005, 329). 
 

P(word | tag) * P(tag | previous n tags) (1) 



 
Equation 1 represents a tag sequence for the whole sentence.  According to 1, the tag of 
a word depends on the probability of a word tag pair multiply by the probability of the 
sequence of tags from the start of the sentence.  Dependency of a tag on previous n 
tags is called N-gram model.  In order to tag a single word, bigram HMM tagger has to 
use. The bigram model of tagging a word wi with a tag ti is given by the maximum 
probability of tag ti with previous tag ti-1 and the probability of the word wi having tag ti i.e. 
(Jurafsky et al. 2005, 329). 
 

ti = argmax P(ti | ti-1 ) P(wi | ti ) (2) 
   
Consider a sequence of words W = w1 w2 …wn, and a sequence of tags T = t1 t2 … tn.  
The maximum probable solution for a sequence of tags given that the sequence of 
words can be represented as follows: 
 

Max P(t1 t2 … tn | w1 w2 …wn ) (3) 
 
Taking T = t1 t2 … tn and W = w1 w2 …wn, equation 3 becomes; 
 

Max P(T | W ) (4) 
 
According to Bayes theorem; 
 

P(A|B) P(B) = P(B|A) P(A) (5) 
 

P(T|W) P(W) = P(W|T) P(T) (6) 
 
Here, P(W|T) can be expressed as the probability of the sequence of words W given that 
the tag sequence T.  P(W) is the probability of the sequence of words which will remain 
constant for a sentence so neglecting P(W) for further calculations.  P(T) is the 
probability of the tag sequence.  P(T|W) can be expressed as the probability of the 
sequence of tags given that the sequence of observation symbols W. 
The equation becomes; 
 

P(T|W) = max P(W|T) P(T) 
 

(7) 

P(t1 t2 … tn | w1 w2 …wn ) = max P(w1 w2 …wn | t1 t2 … tn) P(t1 t2 … 
tn) 

(8) 

 
Taking the simplifying assumption to reduce the complexity and dependency of the 
equation (Jurafsky et al. 2005, 332; Charniak et al. 1993); 

1. Words are independent of each other 
2. Words identity only depends on its own tag 
3. A tag depends only on its previous tag 

 
Applying the first assumption will reduce the sequence of words to one word i.e. the 
word of a tag depends on the maximum probability of the sequence of tags of the 
previous words plus its own tag. 
 

max P(wi | t1 t2 … tn) P(t1 t2 … tn) where i = 1…n (9) 
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Applying the second assumption, that a words depend only on its own tag; 
 

max P(wi | t1 t2 … tn) P(t1 t2 … tn) where i = 1…n 
 

(10) 

        max P(wi | ti ) P(t1 t2 … tn) where i = 1…n (11) 
 
Third assumption will change the dependency of a tag on the previous tag. 
 

   max P(wi | ti ) P(ti |ti-1) where i = 2…n (12) 
 
The dependency of a tag only on its previous tag is called the first order Hidden Markov 
model as shown in equation 11.  In second order HMM, the current tag depend on two 
previous tags can be formulated as: 
 

       max P(wi | ti ) P(ti |ti-1 ti-2) where i = 3…n (13) 
 
For the current tagger, it was decided to limit the probability of tag sequence to bigram.  
Thus following formula will be implemented for part of speech tagger. 
 

       Max P(wi | ti ) P(ti |ti-1) where i = 2…n (14) 

7.4.2 Unknown Word Problem 
A training corpus of 100,000 words is used to train Hidden Markov Model.  Length of the 
corpus is always finite.  It is not possible to cover all words of the language.  Also due to 
high inclusion of foreign words, new words are entering into the language day by day.  
These new words and the words which are not part of the corpus are known as 
Unknown word.  Every tag of the word has some probability to be the tag of that word.  
This means, whenever an unknown word occurs, number of branches will exceed by the 
total number of tags.  And if consecutive unknown words occur then the number of 
branches will exceed exponentially.  The time to calculate these branches will also 
increased exponentially.  The number of candidate tags for new word can be reduced if 
training corpus is covering all words of closed class.  However, currently it was not that 
case.  However, analysis was done on the training corpus and those closed class tags 
were removed from the list of candidate tags which were completely covered by the 
training corpus.  A list of potential tags for a new word is given in the following table. 
 

Table 6: Candidate tags for unknown words 
NN ADJ 
ADV CA 
VB OR 
AA U 
TA DATE 
Q  

 
The probability of new words is handled by smoothing and reduction in search space is 
done by beam search.  Next two sections will discuss them. 

7.4.3 Smoothing 
Due to the high productivity of language, there may occur words that have not seen 
before by the tagger.  These unknown words will be assigned zero probability by the 
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tagger.  Thus makes the probability of whole sentence zero.  Smoothing is used to 
assign these unknown words some probability other than zero.  For part of speech 
tagger, Add Lambda smoothing was applied.  A value of 0.5 was taken for lambda TP

5
PT.  For 

unknown word, a new word tag pair was added in the list of word tag probabilities.  For 
new tag sequence, a new tag tag pair was introduced in the list.  Following algorithm 
was applied on each case. 
 

• Add all counts to a variable say “All” 
• Add unknown word pair with count equal to zero 
• Add 0.5 to each count 
• Add all counts after adding 0.5 say “All0.5” 
• Multiply each count with the result of (“All” / “All0.5”) 

 
Smoothing was applied in the training database module.  After calculating the frequency 
of each pair, smoothing was applied on each count.  The probability of each pair was 
calculated with the help of smoothed counts.  

7.4.4 Beam Search 
Part of speech tagger process the input in the chunks of sentence.  While working at 
sentence level, if an unknown word occurs, there will be 11 candidate tags for it.  If a 
sentence is having five unknown words then the branches for these five words will be 
11 P

5
P i.e. exponential increase in branches.  Processing so many branches may cause 

loss of memory and time.  In order to control the number of branches, a threshold of 50, 
30, 10 and 1 was selected.  The accuracy of the tagger was observed on these 
thresholds.  It was found that tagger shows relatively high accuracy at threshold of 10 
i.e. number of branches should not increase 10.  Whenever, number of branches 
exceeds 10, first ten branches with relatively high cumulative score were selected.  
Following graph is showing the rise and fall of accuracy curve over the change in 
threshold. 
 

89
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1 10 30 50

Accuracy

 
 

                                                 
TP

5
PTThe information about the value of lambda is taken from: http://www-

rohan.sdsu.edu/~gawron/stat/discounting.htm 



8 Results 
Accuracy of tagger was checked over test corpus of 10,000 words.  Test data was 
randomly selected from same domain.  After applying normalization and by removing 
diacritics, test data was automatically tagged through tagger.  Same test data was 
manually tagged in order to compare the accuracy of tagger.  An application was build 
which takes automatically tagged test data and manually tagged data as input.  In order 
to see the percentage of error over test corpus, tag of a word in test corpus was 
compared against the tag of manually tagged corpus.    Tagger showed an accuracy of 
97.2% i.e. an error rate of 2.8% over the test corpus of 10,000 words.  Error rate over 
each tag was also calculated and analyzed to further improve the accuracy of tagger. 
 
Results of the tagger are sorted over the accuracy rate of tags.  In order to see the effect 
of each tag over the accuracy of tagger, total occurrences of each tag in test corpus are 
also calculated.  All those tags that have an occurrence of below 10 are neglected from 
the analysis.  Looking at the accuracies, tags can be divided into various clusters.  The 
tags of accuracy 96% to 100% can be considered as satisfactory.  The tags of accuracy 
between 84% and 94% can be considered as second cluster.  It is interesting to see that 
most of the tags of demonstratives and pronouns lie in second cluster.  Discussion on 
low accuracy rate of these categories can be found in next section.  Last cluster contains 
two frequently occurring tags i.e. proper noun and KER tag.  The high frequency and low 
accuracy rate of these tags significantly affect the results of the tagger.  Following table 
is summarizing the results of the tagger. 
 

Table 7: Results of tagger over test corpus of 10,000 words 
Tag Total occurrences in 

test corpus 
Accuracy 

FR - - 
MUL - - 
POT - - 
NEG - - 
SM 404 100 
RP 3 100 
GR 56 100 
G 7 100 
Q 82 100 
CC 171 100 
SE 190 100 
WALA 50 100 
INT 2 100 
SC 188 100 
CA 185 100 
AD 112 100 
AP 63 100 
DATE 20 100 
OR 32 100 
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KD 14 100 
PRT 8 100 
U 14 100 
P 1978 99 
I 96 99 
TA 293 98 
NN 2600 98 
AA 379 97 
ADV 131 97 
REP 43 97 
KER 72 97 
RD 18 96 
ADJ 487 96 
VB 1008 96 
PP 248 96 
PD 112 92 
PN 384 83 
KP 7 80 
QW 9 75 
A 7 62 
AKP 4 33 

 

9 Analysis of Tagset on the Basis of Results 
Manual annotation requires linguist to analyze corpus on the basis of phrase level 
analysis.  Results of the tagger help in analyzing the practicality of tagset.  Various 
points that may need a change in the tagset were observed in the process of manual 
annotation and in the analysis of the output.  However, due to time limitation, only some 
changes were made in the tagset and other changes were left for future work.  Following 
is the discussion on each issue. 

9.1 Noun 
While observing language, linguist finds problem in disambiguating the part of speech of 
a word as adjective or noun.  Situation becomes worst when handling the words of 
complex predicates.  It was observed that noun can be analyzed under these 
parameters: 

• Nouns accept an adjective in their noun phrase other does not 
• Noun can occur as complex predicates other not 
• Nouns accept an adverb behind them other not 
• Some nouns are derived from adjectives 

 
These parameters were observed in the corpus and it was found that in the category of 
noun, there are different syntactic structure exist.  However, due to time limitation, these 
were not properly observed. 
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9.2 Infinitive Verbs 
In manual annotation, verbs acting as noun (infinitive verbs) are treated as verb.  
Analyzing syntactic structures of these words, it was observed that these words occur at 
the place of noun.  Due to small training data, occurrence of unknown word is very 
frequent in test corpus.  Whenever an unknown word occurs at the place of noun, the 
most probable tag for that word will be noun which is wrong in our case.  The accuracy 
of KER tag is also affected by considering infinitives as verb.  KER tag takes a verb 
behind it.  The tagger needs to disambiguate KER tag with the کے word of semantic 
marker.  Major distinction between KER tag and semantic marker can be made by 
considering the tag of one previous word.  But infinitive verbs nullify this distinction.  
Consider following example: 
 

Table 8: Comparison of KER tag and semantic marker 
(a) 

 <P> کے<VB> کرنے<NN>کام
  <NN>بعد

(b) 
 <KER> کے<VB> کر<NN>کام

(c) 
 <P> کے<NN> کرنے<NN>کام
 <NN>بعد

Handling of infinitive in 
manual tagging 

Syntactic structure of KER Future work 

 
There were 72 words of KER tag in the test corpus.  Out of these 72 words, 3% words of 
kER tag were wrongly detected by the tagger.  The accuracy of verb is also due to 
infinitive verbs.  It was observed that accuracy of KER tag can be improved if infinitive 
verbs are handled separate from verb. 

9.3 Noun vs. Other Tags 
Tagger confuses the category of pre-title and post-title with nouns.  Syntactically, the 
behavior of pre-title and post-title is same as that of noun.  Difference was made on 
semantic grounds.  For an unknown word, it is not possible for the tagger to get a higher 
probability of pre-title tag. 

10 Analysis of Statistical approach on the Basis of Results 
Statistical approaches to disambiguation require training data to model the language.  
The analysis on input data is based on the statistical technique and training data.  While 
observing Urdu language and analyzing the results of the tagger, it was observed that 
statistical approach is finding problem in disambiguating between some particular pairs 
of tags.  Following is the discussion on these categories. 

10.1 Demonstratives vs. Pronouns 
Demonstratives are divided into four types.  All these types are ambiguous with the four 
types of pronoun.  Difference between pronouns and demonstratives is based on phrase 
boundary analysis which is discussed in the section of tagset.  Looking at tagger 
practically, it analyses the language in a flat structure.  In flat structure, there is an equal 
probability of getting a noun after pronoun and demonstratives.  Consider the following 
example: 
 

Table 10: Examples of demonstratives and pronoun 
 <VB> گاہيں<NN> گانا<NN> لوگ <PD>وہ
 ۔<TA>گے

 ۔<TA> گے<VB> گاہيں<NN> گانا <PP>وہ
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In the above example of demonstrative, it is taking a noun inside its phrase and pronoun 
is not having any noun inside its phrase.  But in flat structure, both demonstratives and 
pronouns are having noun after them thus confusing the tagger.  This issue can be 
quoted as deficiency of statistical approach in handling phrase level ambiguities of Urdu 
language. 

10.2 Noun vs. Proper noun 
In the tagset, noun is divided into two categories i.e. noun and proper noun.  Most of the 
distinction between nouns and proper nouns is based on semantics.  However, there are 
structural differences as well.  Nouns take pre-nominal elements i.e. adjectives, cardinal, 
ordinal, etc. behind them whereas proper nouns only take some pre-nominal elements in 
special cases.  Consider the following example: 
 

Table 11: Examples of nouns and proper nouns 
 <P> کو<NN> آدميوں<CA> دو<OR>پہلے
  <VB>بالئو

 <P> کو<PN> حامد<CA> دو<OR>پہلے
 <VB>بالئو

 
The example of proper noun taking pre-nominal elements is very rare in normal Urdu.  
However, probability of having Noun and proper noun at the start of a sentence is nearly 
equal.  Due to these structural similarities, tagger confuses while handling unknown 
words as noun or proper noun. 

11 Future Work 
Part of speech tagger implemented above gives an accuracy of 97.2%.  An obvious 
extension is to improve the accuracy up to 99%.  An analysis of tagset on the basis of 
results is given in section 9.  For future work, further analysis on the tagset can be done 
and implemented.  Analysis of statistical technique is also given in section 11.  A good 
future work is to analyze the implemented statistical technique and add heuristics to help 
the tagger in disambiguating the tags. 
 
Words from the corpus of 100,000 words were used as lexicon for the tagger.  For future 
work, larger lexicon can also be build which will significantly improve the accuracy of the 
tagger.  Training data of 100,000 words was not sufficient to get a very high accuracy 
from the tagger.  For future work, training data up to 1000,000 words can also be built 
and statistical technique can also be extended to bigram word probabilities. 

12 Conclusion 
Thesis was aimed at designing a syntactic tagset of Urdu and implementing a standard 
statistical approach to compare its results with other languages.  In the thesis, Hidden 
Markov Model was implemented.  Over the training corpus of 100,000 words, tagger 
showed an accuracy of 97.2%.  By applying a standard statistical technique and 
achieving a relatively good accuracy are the answers to these questions.  On the basis 
of the results, it can be concluded that standard statistical approach can be used for 
Urdu language.  It was also observed that free orderness is not very frequent in writing.  
Thus does not significantly affect the accuracy of the tagger.  It was also observed that 
tagger finds problems while disambiguating at phrase level.  High accuracy can be 
achieved by merging the problematic categories of the tagset or by adding some 
heuristics which will help the tagger in disambiguating the tags. 
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Appendix 

Parts of Speech Proposed by Platts 
 

Table 12: Analysis of Platts (Platts 1909) 
Main 
category 

Sub category Example 

Substantive noun 
 

All common and proper noun e.g. ماں، احسان، لڑکا 

Adjective 
 

 اچها، عمد ہ، بہادر

Numeral  adjective 
 

ايک، سترہ، پانچواں، دونوں، سيکڑوں، دوکنا، دو دو، ڈهائ، 
 ايک بار
 

Personal pronoun 
 

 ميں، تو، مجه، تجه، ميرا، همارا
 

Demonstrative pronoun 
 

 يہ، وہ، اس، انهوں، اس سے، ان ميں

Relative pronoun 
 

 جو، جس

Correlative pronoun ۔جو کرے گا سو بهرے گا  

Interrogative pronoun  ،کون، کس (who, what, which) 

Indefinite pronoun 
 

،  يورئی، کوئی، کسی، جو کوُئیٰ��کوُِٰ  

Reflexive pronoun 
 

 اپنا، اپ سے، اپ کو

Reciprocal pronoun 
 

 ايک دوسرا

Possessive pronoun 
 

Genitive case of personal pronoun e.g.  ميرا، اس
 کا، اپنا

Noun 

Pronominal adjective دونوں، بہت، بعض، سب، فالں 

Verb Conjunctive participle Platts dd not propose any type of verb under its 
subcategory.  However, all the properties and 
forms of verb are discussed as its features. 

Adverb نہيں، کر تو سہی، ميں کہاں تو کہاں 

Postposition اگے، سااته، طرف، نزديک 

Conjunction ہ نفع ہو نہ نقصان، يا، کہ، مگر، ليکن،ورنہ، پر، اس اور، ن
 ليے، لہزا

Particle 

Interjection واہ، کاش 
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Parts of Speech Proposed by Siddiqi 
 

Table 13: Analysis of Siddiqui (Siddiqui 1971) 
Main 
category 

Sub category Example 

With respect to structure -- 
With respect to nature -- 
Sound ميائوں، بهن بهن، گڑگڑاہٹ 
Indefinite فالنا، ايسا، تيسا 
Relative جو 
Interrogative کيا، کون، کون سی، کب، کيسا، ادهر، کتنا، کيسے 

Noun 

Numerals ايک، دو، پاؤ، بعض، کچه، بہت 
Personal  لمبا، خوبصورت، بيمار 
، مردانہ، عيسویفارسی، مدنی نسبتی  

Adjective 

Numeral پہال، دوسرا 
Demonstrative يہ، وہ 
Personal ميں، ہم، تم، أپ 
Relative  وہ کتابUجو Uاحمد کے پاس ہے وہ ميری ہے  
Interrogative کيا، کون 
Indefinite کوئی، کچه 

Pronoun 

Reflexive  خود، أپ (For emphasis) 
Intransitive  احمد آم UکهاU رہا ہے، اسلم Uبيٹها Uہے  
Transitive  احمد نے اسلم کو کتاب Uدی U 

Verb 

Predicative ہو، ہوں، ہے، تها 
Distinct   اب، تب، ادهر، تو، بلکل، يکايک، ايک بار، دو بار، کتنا، جی

 ہاں، نہيں تو، کبهی نہ کبهی، أگے أگے
Construction  نے، کو، سے، ميں، تک، پر، کا، کے، کی 
Conjunction -- 
 ہی، تو، بهی، تنہا، تو، صرف، اکيال، کبهی، کہاں، يوں تخصيص

Particle 

 واہ، کاش، خدا کرے، سبحان اهللا فجاءيہ

 
 

Table 14: Subcategories proposed by Siddiqui (Siddiqui 1971) 
Main category Sub category Example 

Original اونٹ، تلوار، قلم 
Verbal اٹهنا، بيٹهنا، جاگنا، سونا 

Noun with 
respect to 
structure Morphed  سرخ سے Uسرخی U پڑهنا سے ،Uپڑهتا تها U 

Substantive ،الہور،  پاکستانقلم، کاغذ  
Comparative کم، کم تر، خوب، خوب تر، بہتر، اکبر Adjective 
Exaggeration ايت، نہايت ہیبڑا۔ بہت، خوب، نہ  

Noun with 
respect to 
nature 

Pronoun يہ، وہ 
Courteous تم، أپ، وہ Personal 

pronoun Possessive ميرا، تمهارا 
 جب، جو، اگر، جو، جس وقت، جوں جوں، کيوں، ورنہ شرط
 ليکن، مگر، کبهی، سوا استثنا

Conjunction 
particle 

ليکن،اس نے بہت کہا  استدراک Uمگر U ميں نہيں مانا، بلکہ، البتہ، مگر 
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 ہاں
 نہ نہ، خواہ، چاہو، کہ، يا، يا تو ترديد
پهرU يا، و، احمد أيا ,اور وصل Uوقار أيا  
 کہ  بيانيہ
 اس ليے، اس واسطے، تاکہ، لہزا، کہ علت

 

Parts of Speech Proposed by Javaid 
 

Table 15: Analysis of Javaid (Javaid 1981) 
Main 
category 

Sub category Example 

Common کتا، بلی، قلم، کاغذ 
Proper الہور،  پاکستان 
Collective فوج، جهنڈ، ريوڑ 
Abstract وقت، فاصلہ، جذبہ 

Noun 

Un-count پانی، چاندی 
Personal لمبا، خوبصورت، بيمار 
Numeral ايک، دو، پاؤ، بعض، کچه، بہت 
Quantitative Uکچه U ،دوده Uتهوڑا Uپانی  
Emphatic کافی، بہت، بڑا شرير(To show intensity) 

Adjective 

Pronoun يہ، وہ 
Predicative ہو، ہوں، ہے، تها 
Intransitive  احمد آم UکهاU رہا ہے، اسلم Uبيٹها Uہے  
Transitive احمد نے اسلم کو کتاب دی 
Verbal جانا، کهانا، شرمانا، مسکرانا 
ہتا ہوا پانیڈرتے ڈرتے، آتے آتے، ب حاليہ  
سو حاليہ معطوف Uکر Uاٹها، ميں کام کر کر کے تهک گيا  

Verb 

Adverb U غلطیU ،سے Uتيزی U ،سے UزيادہU ، تر Uگهر م U ،يں، آس پاس، اردگرد
آگے، پرسوں سUکے  Uے 

Demonstrative يہ، وہ 
Personal ميں، ہم، تم، أپ 
Relative  وہ کتابUجو Uاحمد کے پاس ہے وہ ميری ہے  
Interrogative کيا، کون 
Courteous تم، أپ، وہ 
Possessive ميرا، تمهارا، أپ کا، تيرا 
Reflexive  خود، أپ (For emphasis) 
Common  ،کوئی، بعض Uکچه Uتو کرو، فالں  
تم   اضافی مشترکہ Uتمهارا U کام کرو، وہ Uاس Uکا کام کرے  

Pronoun 

Adverb کب، ادهر، يوں، ايسے، کيسے 
، ميں، تک، پر، کا، کے، کی، کے پاس، کے نے، کو، سے  جار

 پہلے، کی کے سا ته، کے ليے، کی وجہ سے
 جو، جہاں، حاالنکہ، تاوقتيکہ ، بهی، پهربهی، اس ليے، يايا 
  کيا کيا، يا,اور وصل
 نہ نہ، خواہ ترديد
 ليکن، مگر استثنا
 بلکہ، پهر بهی، تا ہم ترقی

 عطف

  لہزااس ليے، اس واسطے، تاکہ، علت
 واہ، کاش، خدا کرے، سبحان اهللا  فجاءيہ
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 اے، ارے، او  نداءيہ
 ہی، تو، بهی، سہی، ہر گز  تاکيد
 ہاں، نہيں، جی ہاں  اثبات و نفی

 

Parts of Speech Proposed by Haq 
 

Table 16: Analysis of HAQ 
Main category Sub category Example 

Proper الہور،  پاکستان Noun 
Common کتا، بلی، قلم، کاغذ 
Personal  ،پ، اس کاأميں، ہم، تم  
Relative  وہ کتابUجوUاحمد کے پاس ہے وہ ميری ہے، جنہوں نے، جن سے  
Interrogative کيا، کون 
Indefinite کوئی، کچه 

Pronoun 

Demonstrative يہ، وہ 
Personal لکالمبا، خوبصورت، بيمار، ٹهوس، ہ  
Numeral ايک، دو، پاؤ، بعض، کچه، بہت، دوگنا، اتنا، سب، کئی، پون 
Quantitative چار سير، پانچ گز 
 فارسی، مدنی، مردانہ، عيسوی نسبتی

Adjective 

Pronoun وہ، يہ، کون، جو، کيا 
Predicative ہونا، دينا، دکهائی دينا 
Intransitive  ياأاحمد  
Transitive لم کو کتاب دیاحمد نے اس  
سو  معطوف Uکر Uاٹها، وہ خبر سنا کر چال گيا  

Verb 

Adverb  ،ج، اچانک، يکا يک، ہميشہ، يہاں، باہر، يوں، سچ مچ، جتنا، کتناأاب، کب  
نے، کو، سے، ميں، تک، پر، کا، کے، کی، پيچهے، باہر، درميان،   ربط

 طرح
 اور، و وصل
يايا، خواہ خواہ، نہ نہ، أتے ہو  ترديد Uکہ Uنہيں  
ليکن،اس نے بہت کہا  استدراک Uمگر Uميں نہيں مانا، بلکہ  
سب أئے  استثنا Uمگر Uوہ نہيں أيا  
 جب، جو، اگر شرط
 کيونکہ، اس ليے، لہزا علت

 عطف

 کہ بيانيہ
 ہی، تو، بهی  تخصيص
 واہ، کاش، خدا کرے، سبحان اهللا  فجاءيہ

 

Parts of Speech Proposed by Schmidt 
 

Table 17: Analysis of Schmidt (Schmidt1999) 
Main 
category 

Sub category Example 

Noun  لڑکا، گهر، کنواں، لڑکپن 
Demonstrative UوہU ،ايک لڑکا ہے Uيہ U ،گهڑا ہے Uاس U کا نام کيا ہے،ہم Uان U کو گهوڑے کہتے 

 تهے
Personal ہتا ہے، تم، مجه، اس ميں، تو، وہ پاس رہتا ہے ، يہ علی کے پاس جانا چا

  شک نہيں، ان، ہمئیميں کو
Reflexive اپنا، خود، آپس ميں، خود بخود 

Pronoun 

Interrogative کيا، کون، کس، کنہوں نے 
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Indefinite ،کوئی، کسی Uکچه Uکرو يار  
Relative جو، کون کون، کوئی نہ کوئی، کچه کچه، کچه نہ کچه 

Adjective -- مبتال ہونا، ايسا، کيسا، ويسا، سا، سے، واالاچها، دلچسپ، معلوم ہونا ،  
Time ہميشہ، کل، اکثر، اب، تب، کب، کس وقت، جس وقت 
Place وہاں، ادهر، اس جگہ، اس طرف، اندر، باہر، قريب، دور 
Manner ،يوں، اس طرح، کيوں Uايسا Uکرو  
Degree  ،بہت، زيادہ Uبڑا Uذہين  

Adverb 

Modal رور، پهر، صرفنہيں، نہ، مت، شايد، ض  
Grammatical کا، کے، کی، نے، والدہ Uکو Uتار بهيہجا  
Spatial-temporal سے، تک، ميں، پر 

Postposition 

Compound کی وجہ سے، کے ساته، کے بعد، کے نيچے 
Root جا، کر، دے، سن 
Imperfective participle  ،آتا، جاتا 
Perfective participle  ،سناآيا، گيا  

Verb 

Infinitive جانا، کرنا، دينا، سننا 
Contrastive emphatic  وہ اردوUتو Uپڑهے گا، نہيں تو  
Exclusive emphatic ہی 
Inclusive emphatic بهی 

Particle 

Adjectival سا، سی، سے 
Vocative ارے او ،  Interjection 
Free واہ، ہائے، اوہو 
Coordinating يا، مگر، ليکن، بلکہ، جب سےاور ،  
Correlative  ميں Uبهی U جاؤں گا اور تم Uبهی U(بهی بهی)، يا يا، نہ نہ  
Causal کيونکہ، چونکہ 
Concessive اگرچہ، حاالنکہ 

Conjunction 

Subordinating اگر، تاکہ، بشرطيکہ، کہ 
Cardinal  ،الکهايک، سترہ  
Ordinal پہال، دوسرا، اکيسويں 

Number 

Fraction پون، سوا، چوتهائی، بٹا، تين بار، دوگنا، دفعہ، مرتبہ 
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Arabic Tagset 
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Hindi Tagset 
Table 18: Tagset for Hindi language TP

6
PT 

Main Category Sub category Example 
Noun Boy, river, thought, hardness 
Location Up, down, front, back 

Noun 

Compound  
Proper noun Compound RAM, BJP 
Pronoun  Who, that, he, the boy who 

Verb finite main He drinks, the boy is 
Auxiliary Has 
Nonfinite adjectival Eating 
Nonfinite adverbial After eating, drinking 

Verb 

Nonfinite nominal Drinking 
Adjective   
Adverb.  Slowly, fast 
Postposition  By, for 
Particle  ہی، بهی، تو 
Conjunct  And, or , that 
Question words  What, how 
Quantifer  More, little, all, much 
Number quatifier  Third, three 
Intensifier  Too much, much more 
Negative  No, not 
Interjection 
words 

  

Special   
 

                                                 
TP

6
PT A part of speech tagger for Indian languages, available at HTUhttp://shiva.iiit.ac.in/SPSAL2007 

/iiit_tagset_guidelines.pdfUTH 



 

Tagset of Penn Treebank 
Table 19: Pen TreeBank tagset for English7

Category Sub category 
Coordinating 
conjunction 

 

Cardinal number  
Determiner  
Existential there  
Foreign word  
Preposition or 
subordinating 
conjunction 

 

Adjective Comparative, superlative 
List item marker  
Modal  
Noun Singular, plural, proper singular, proper plural 
Pre-determiner  
Pronoun Personal , possessive 
Adverb Comparative, superlative 
Particle  
Symbol  
To  
Interjection  
Verb Root, past tense, gerund, past participle, non-3rd person singular 

present, 3rd person singular present 
Question words Wh-determiner, wh-pronoun, possessive wh-pronoun, wh-adverb 
Punctuation marks  
 
  

                                                 
7 The information about Penn TreeBank is taken from the following document: http://www.ling.ohio-
state.edu/~dm/02/spring/795K/casden-treebank-4up.pdf 
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